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Ever since Donald Trump took the oath of office as President four years ago, he 

has used populist rhetoric but aligned himself with authoritarian values and autocratic 
world leaders. He has ceaselessly told lies, both small and big. He has undermined trust 
and sown discord. He has systematically worked to destroy the foundations and savage 
the institutions of our democracy. He has done these things out in the open. 

For anyone who remained unconvinced that Trump poses a clear and present 
danger to our democracy, the insurrection he fomented and encouraged on January 6 
should have proved the point. His words and actions were those of a tyrant and a fascist 
— a would-be authoritarian willing to use violence to achieve his goals. An observation 
from Aristotle comes to mind: “As man is the best of the animals when perfected, so he 
is the worst when separated from law and justice.” 

Trump also behaves like a malignant narcissist, which may have saved us, at least 
this time. His obsession with his own dreams and delusions to the exclusion of both 
real-time evidence and long-term strategy appear to have left him too distracted and 
disconnected to pull off a coup. If he had been a little more Machiavellian over the past 
four years, a little more devious, a little more manipulative, he might have pulled it off. 
As a nation, we dodged a bullet. 

Make no mistake: Trump’s presidency has not been a drive-by dalliance with 
authoritarian trappings. It has been a thoroughgoing assault on the pillars of Western 
civilization. His disdain of science and reason, especially when dealing with the 
coronavirus pandemic, has caused untold thousands of Americans to die needlessly. His 
disdain of democracy has undermined confidence in our nation’s founding commitment 
to self-government by free citizens. His disdain of morality, as expressed in both his 
character and his conduct, has torn down guard rails that constrain human wickedness. 
These guardrails were initially erected by religion and have been kept in place by a 
commitment to ethical citizenship — the awareness that the well-being of each of us 
ultimately depends upon the well-being of all of us. Trump’s assault on civilization as we 
know it has come from all fronts. 

He has not done it alone. Writing on Friday in Foreign Affairs, published by the 
Council on Foreign Relations, Harvard political scientist Pippa Norris observes that “in 
the last eight elections, from 1992 to 2020, the Republican Party won a majority of the 
popular vote only once (in 2004), and as its national electoral prospects declined, it has 
drifted further toward illiberalism.” 
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She cites two recent independent cross-national studies that show that today’s 
GOP is now “estimated to be closer to authoritarian populist parties such as Spain’s Vox, 
the Netherlands’ Party for Freedom, and the Alternative for Germany than it is to 
mainstream conservative, Christian Democratic, and center-right parties.” 

Domestic polls illustrate this authoritarian drift. In 1995, Norris says, 25% of 
Americans said it was a good idea to have a strong leader who does not bother with 
parliaments and elections. By 2017, 38% of Americans embraced this this belief. In an 
instant poll taken immediately after the Capitol was stormed on Wednesday, 45% of 
Republicans approved of the attack.  

It is true that many Republicans, including some key Republican leaders, have 
publicly expressed outrage at the insurrection. A few have resigned their posts in the 
administration, and several have called for Trump’s ouster. But the damage that 
psychiatrists, historians, and political scientists — not to mention countless ordinary 
Americans — have been warning about for years has now been done. We cannot un-
wave the Confederate flag, which was unfurled in the halls of the United States Congress 
for the first time on January 6. 

After all, this insurrection is mostly about race. The prevalence of the Confederate 
flag and Nazi symbolism among those who seek a more fascist nation show that our 
nation has not been redeemed from its founding sin. As Jefferson Davis, who served as 
president of the Confederate States of America from 1861 to 1865, once famously put it, 
“The South shall rise again.” In symbolic terms at least, it has indeed. 

The phrase originated shortly after the Civil War with a group of Southerners 
known as the Redeemers. In the late 1860s and early 1870s, as former Confederates 
were once again given the right to vote in national elections, the Redeemers — 
plantation owners, former Confederate soldiers and loyalists, and others who had lost 
power during the Civil War — coalesced to maintain white supremacy and deny Blacks 
any role in the new South. For 40 years during Reconstruction, they dominated 
southern politics, using violence, intimidation, and fraud to control or sabotage any 
election they could not influence. The motto of the Redeemers, their battle cry, has 
echoed ever since: “The South shall rise again.” 

This may be our nation’s greatest crisis since the Civil War. Unlike 9/11, we are 
not facing a threat from beyond our borders that people of differing political views can 
stand together to defend against. Rather, we are facing a threat from within. We have 
seen who we are as a nation — not who we could be, or aspire to be, or ought to be, but 
who we are. 

Those dedicated to destroying democracy in our nation are not apart from us but 
among us. They are legislators like Ted Cruz and Josh Hawley, who voted to obstruct 
democracy even after the violent attack on the Capitol. They are Capitol police officers 
like the ones who opened the gates to the rioters, showed them the way, and posed for 
selfies. For some of us, the democracy-deniers may be relatives, neighbors, or 
coworkers. As citizens and as a nation, this is a time of anxiety and peril.  
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Especially in times like these, it is helpful to remember that others have grappled 
with crises before us, and their wisdom can help us find our way. 

In 1998, the internationally acclaimed writer Octavia Butler published a novel 
titled Parable of the Talents. When Butler died, much was made of the fact that she was 
an African American woman writing science fiction, a genre traditionally dominated by 
white men. But science fiction provided a relatively safe medium for Butler to analyze 
our nation’s most intractable political problems. 

Parable of the Talents, a dystopian novel set in the mid-21st century, describes 
how economic and environmental devastation caused by climate change had wiped out 
most of the population of the US. Andrew Steele Jarret, a Senator from Texas supported 
by a white majority voting block known as Christian Americans, had become president. 
His campaign slogan? “Help Us Make America Great Again!” Again, the novel was 
published in 1998. 

As Butler tells the story, Jarret rules with an iron fist through a government 
militia known as Crusaders, who wear crosses, drive fortified tanks, and kill or enslave 
those who resist. One pocket of resistance is a small religious community led by Lauren 
Olamina. Lauren’s mother had founded the group and established their personal and 
communal practice in a book titled EarthSeed: The First Book of the Living. It 
essentially served as the community’s scripture. 

 The first verse in the book sets out their most fundamental belief — that “God is 
Change.” It reads: 

 
All that you touch  
You Change.  
All that you Change  
Changes you.  
The only lasting truth  
Is Change.  
God  
Is Change. 

 
If change is the only lasting truth, then times of chaos offer the greatest 

opportunity for change — either for good or for ill. Perhaps the most telling verse in the 
book reads: 

 
Chaos  
Is God’s most dangerous face —  
Amorphous, roiling, hungry.  
Shape Chaos —  
Shape God.  
Act.  
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Alter the speed  
Or the direction of Change.  
Vary the scope of Change.  
Recombine the seeds of Change.  
Transmute the impact of Change.  
Seize Change.  
Use it.  
Adapt and grow. 

 
This is our challenge today: to adapt and grow. Many of those who support 

Trump and his racist attack on democracy will continue their anti-American activities. 
The question is how the rest of us will respond. Will we shape the chaos — alter the 
direction of change, vary the scope of change, and transmute the impact of change? Will 
we seize the potential for change and use it to adapt and grow? 

In order to do so, we need to do three things. First, we need to refresh our source 
of hope. For me, hope springs not from what America has been in the past or has turned 
out to be today, but what it could be in the future. The promise of America is 
extraordinary — this sprawling and fractious nation that was established on stolen land 
and made prosperous by enslaved peoples has somehow come to represent a stunning 
ideal. It is a vision that rises not from uniformity of culture, or race, or religion, or 
political views, but from the declaration that we are all created equal. It is a vision of 
dignity and equality for each of us, and freedom and justice for all of us. Achieving this 
extraordinary vision has been and will continue to be extraordinarily difficult. But I 
believe it is possible eventually to reach this lofty goal. The possibility gives me hope. 

Second, we need to renew our sense of civic purpose. In my view, the best 
antidote to cynicism is engaged citizenship. Engaged citizens enabled Georgia to elect its 
first African American Senator and its first Jewish Senator. A different South is also 
rising! Engaged citizens champion pluralism. They fight the battles that need to be 
fought — defending democracy, securing justice, and protecting human dignity.  

I know many of you have been engaged citizens. Thank you for your faith in our 
country and your efforts to uphold our ideals. Staying engaged will protect you from 
despair. I often quote a deeply comforting admonition from the Talmud, the Jewish 
book of wisdom, that says, “Do not be daunted by the enormity of the world’s grief. Do 
justice now. Love mercy now. Walk humbly now. You are not obligated to complete the 
work, but neither are you free to abandon it.” 

Third, we need to expand our sense of moral leadership. Donald Kagan, a 
professor of history and classics at Yale University, warns that if religion and reason — 
both now under siege — are removed from society, all that remains is will and power. As 
a religious community, our civic role is to safeguard the moral framework within which 
democracy and the free market operate to benefit not the few, but the many — that is, 
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everyone. When it comes to public policy, facts must prevail, lies must be challenged, 
and people who abuse power must be held accountable. 

In recent decades, religion has declined as a source of moral formation, and the 
media and the market have filled the void. The result is a diminished awareness that we 
are each other’s keepers. “No one exists alone,” the poet WH Auden wrote on the eve of 
what became World War II. “We must love one another or die.” Auden states in 
theological terms a political necessity: we need to be committed not only to our own 
good, but also to the ultimate good of those around us. Failing this, we will perish as a 
nation of free people. Our religious duty is to keep this moral mandate at the forefront of 
our national consciousness.  

Shortly after the end of the Civil War, President Lincoln consecrated the Soldiers’ 
National Cemetery in Gettysburg, Pennsylvania. He observed that our forebears had 
brought forth a new nation conceived in liberty and dedicated to the proposition that all 
are created equal. Lincoln described the Civil War as a process of “testing whether that 
nation, or any nation so conceived, and so dedicated, can long endure.” 

From the outset, our nation has been put to the test. This is yet another test. In 
response, we renew our hope in the extraordinary promise of our nation. We renew our 
sense of civic purpose as citizens. We renew our sense of moral leadership as a religious 
community. Working together, we can do these things. We will do these things. 


